
X-UPLIGHT LED STRING LIGHTS
Q: What are the advantages of switching to LED String Lights?

A: Long life, maintenance-free, more durable, and energy savings to name a few. The Southwire LED String 

    Lights are the perfect temporary jobsite lights for any construction or jobsite! Our LED String Lights do not 

    require lamp replacement.

 

Q: What is uplight and why do I want it on a string light?

A: Most String Lights provide a distribution of light in one direction - downward. Our X-Uplight String Lights also 

    provide light upward to fill the space more completely with light. This results in a noticeably better lit space, 

    enhancing safety and quality on the jobsite.

Q: What has changed about the new X-Uplight LED String Lights?

A: The new products offer a whopping 2200 lumens (2000 lumens on the downlight and 200 lumens on the 

    uplight), 4-way hanging loop for the ultimate flexibility in mounting, NEMA 5-15 and L5-20R options, and 

    more!

Q: Is the LED String Light wet location rated?

A: Yes, the LED String Light is wet location rated when ordered with the 5-15R plug. The String Light carries 

    a damp location rating when ordered with the L5-20R plug.

Q: Can the LED String Light be dimmed?

A: No, the LED String Light cannot be dimmed, similar to the existing 400W MH and LED fixtures.
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Q: What is the expected life of an LED String Light?

A: 50,000 Hours at L70, the industry standard for lumen maintenance.

Q: Can the LED String Lights be daisy-chained?

A: Yes, you can daisy-chain up 500 feet (5 strings for the 100' version and 10 strings for the 50' version).

Q: Are the LED String Lights compatible with 277V?

A: No, the LED String Lights can only be used with 120V AC input.

Q: What plug options are available?

A: The LED String Lights are available with NEMA 5-15R and L5-20R plug options.
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